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Great Lakes, Great Books
by Lynette Marten Suckow
•
Marquette

Student voting has ended for the 2018-2019 school year,
and there is a gap of time before the new reading list for
Great Lakes Great Books becomes available on March
9th at the MRA Annual Conference in Grand Rapids.
During that “in between” time, read a few nonfiction
titles and take this opportunity to integrate them into
your curriculum. Common Core State Standards now
recommend that school and classroom libraries offer
equal amounts of informational and narrative texts to
students (CCSS, National Governors Association for
Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers,
2010), and these books are a great start.
The Great Lakes Great Books committee selects 40
books, published within the previous two years, to
encourage K-12 classrooms to sample interesting new
literature each year. Teachers and librarians provide classrooms with books from their grade-level lists and facilitate voting for each student’s favorite title. Great Lakes
Great Books is one of Michigan Reading Association’s
Student Involvement Projects, promoting active participation in the reading process by students. Look for
a classroom ballot, promotional bookmarks, and the
opportunity to nominate your favorite new book at www.
michiganreading.org under the Student Involvement tab.
GRAND CANYON by Jason Chin (557.91 CH) is
a visual treat for readers with illustrations that follow
several threads of information at once. Upon opening
the book, readers are greeted by a close-up map of the
Colorado River flowing through the Grand Canyon in
Northern Arizona. Over the past five million years, the
river has washed away sediment from 12 layers of rock
and is currently wearing down the Vishnu Basement
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Rocks, estimated to be 1.84 billion years old. A father
and daughter hiking team guides readers as they walk
from their Riparian campsite at the bottom of the
canyon through three additional ecosystems to reach
the Boreal Forest on the canyon rim. Chin surrounds
the story panels with illustrations of plants and animals
that live in the Grand Canyon, accompanied by stages of
fossil formation, and cut-away views of the canyon walls.
The hikers reach the south rim and offer a four-page
fold-out of the Grand Canyon that is truly magnificent,
and even more awesome if readers have a chance to see
it in person. Find more information on Grand Canyon
habitation, ecology, and geology at the end of the book,
preceding a spectacular illustrative cross section of the
canyon.
HOW MANY GUINEA PIGS CAN FIT ON A
PLANE? by Laura Overdeck (513 OV) is an extension of
the author’s enthusiasm for mathematics, based on actual
questions from readers of Overdeck’s Bedtime Math
series (513.2 OV). Before readers have a chance to reach
Chapter 1, the author reveals fun facts about calculating
the area of a circle by using the magic number, 3.14,
otherwise known as pi. True to its title, the very first
question in the book involves taking the measurement of
an average guinea pig and estimating how many of them
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could possibly fit into a plane, if they could be stacked
to fill up every square inch. If your plane was a 747 jet,
the answer would be 472,500 guinea pigs. After solving
a dozen or so math questions about animals, Overdeck
moves on to interesting physical science situations found
in nature, questions about distances in relation to the
size of our planet Earth, food puzzles, and “Your Life
in Numbers” that covers daily routines and what we do
with our time. The author finishes up with “7 slick tricks
to amaze your friends” that help readers do math more
quickly. The book is full of photos and charts to increase
understanding of each math concept and support the
experience of problem-solving.
IF SHARKS DISAPPEARED by Lily Williams (597.3
WI) turns the tables on our human fear of sharks to
theorize what would happen to healthy oceans if sharks,
which are at the top of the food chain, became extinct.
Readers are reminded that sharks are scavengers, cleaning
up dead ocean creatures. They also keep the seal and sea
lion populations at a normal level, which keeps the fish
population steady, which works backward down the food
chain to plankton. If plankton was the only organism
living in the oceans, there would be an effect on land
animals that rely on food from the ocean—including
us! After bringing readers to the brink of hopelessness
regarding the ocean ecosystem, Williams reels us back
into the present with an eye-catching fold-out of aquatic
life that simply states, “today…sharks still exist.” Readers
are relieved to know there is still a chance to keep the
oceans in balance. The glossary in the back of the book
will help explain any unfamiliar scientific terms.
WHOOSH!: LONNIE JOHNSON’S SUPERSOAKING STREAM OF INVENTIONS by Chris
Barton (609.2 BA) tells the life story of Lonnie Johnson,
an American inventor. As a child, Lonnie’s home in
Mobile, Alabama wasn't large enough for all the pieces
and parts he needed to build his inventions. His family
was supportive as he did his best to find space for toy
gadgets and more complicated projects, such as rockets
that propelled into the air. As a teen, he became more
skilled and built a computer that won first place in a science competition. Lonnie chose to study engineering at
Tuskegee Institute in his home state, and later worked at
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NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory on the Galileo satellite
which was sent into outer space to photograph Jupiter
and its moons. While working on an environmentally
safe alternative for a chemical used in cooling systems,
Lonnie used a similar water propulsion principle to
invent the Super Soaker squirt gun. His head was full of
ideas, so he decided to quit his job and pursue inventing
full-time. When manufacturer after manufacturer turned
down his Super Soaker, he persevered and refused to lose
faith in his inventions. The Super Soaker finally sold,
giving Lonnie the financial security to devote himself
to inventing for the rest of his life. The author was able
to interview the real Lonnie Johnson while researching
this book, giving readers a more personal snapshot of
an inventor’s life. More amazing non-fiction by Chris
Barton includes DAZZLE SHIPS: World War I and the
Art of Confusion (940.4594) and The Day Glo Brothers:
The True Story of Bob and Joe Switzer’s Bright Ideas and
Brand-New Colors (353.352). Barton deftly combines the
facts of scientific invention with the personal history of
the inventor, making each story memorable.
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